The effects of solute-solvent electrostatic interactions on solvatochromic shifts in supercritical CO2.
Solvent clustering around attractive solutes is an important feature of supercritical solvation. We examine here the effects of the local density enhancement on solvatochromic shifts in electronic absorption and emission spectra in supercritical CO2. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to study the spectral line shifts for model diatomic solutes that become more polar upon electronic excitation. The electronic transition is modeled as either a change from a quadrupolar to a dipolar solute charge distribution or as an increase in the magnitude of the solute dipole. Our main focus is on the density dependence of the line shifts at 320 K, which corresponds to about 1.05 times the solvent critical temperature, Tc, but results for higher temperatures are also obtained in order to determine the behavior of the line shifts in the absence of local density enhancement. We find that the extent of local density enhancement at 1.05Tc is strongly correlated with solute-solvent electrostatic attraction and that the density dependence of the emission line shifts resembles the behavior of the effective local densities, rho(eff), obtained from the first-shell coordination numbers. The differences that are seen are shown to be due to solute-solvent orientational correlations which provide an additional source of enhancement for electrostatic solvation energies and spectral line shifts.